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1. About Extension

Sometimes store owners need to sell product(s) which can only be sold in specific
quantities. Magento 2 Limit Cart Quantity Per Category Extension enables the store
owner to limit the product quantity ordered from each category for every customer
group.
Store owners can set minimum and maximum product quantity per category and draft a
warning message. Based on the pre-defined configurations, customers can checkout
product(s) according to the configured minimum/maximum quantity from the specified
category.

For example, for wholesale customer group, if the store owner has configured minimum
& maximum quantity range as 5 & 10 respectively for Bags category, then the
wholesalers can only successfully checkout, if product(s) quantity from the Bags
category is in the defined range (5 to 10).

2. Feature List

● Set Min/Max Quantity
● Apply Quantity Limit to Any Category
● Apply Cart Quantity Limit to Specific Customers Groups
● Set Min/Max Quantity Warning Message
● Set Priority of Each Rule
● Supports Multiple Store Views

2.1 Set Min/Max Quantity
Limit Cart Quantity Per Category extension is one the best extensions to help

store owners to set restrictions on product ordered from a category. Store owners can
set minimum & maximum quantity for specific categories allowed to successfully place
the order.

2.2 Apply Quantity Limit to Any Category
With this extension, store owner can apply quantity restrictions for any category.

Products from the selected category can only be purchased according to the specified
min/max quantity range.
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Example: For Jackets category, if min/max range is 10 & 20 respectively then
customers can only purchase product(s) from Jackets category having total cart quantity
between 10 & 20.

2.3 Apply Customer Group Specific Cart Quantity Limit
This extension helps the store owners to limit cart quantity of a specific category

to specific customer groups. Like, you can apply cart quantity restriction to wholesale
customer group to buy product(s) in a specific range from each category.

2.4 Set Min/Max Quantity Warning Message
This extension enables you to draft separate min/max cart quantity warning

messages to be displayed on cart page featuring the min/max quantity information. This
extension displays relevant message for each product when different products from
different categories are added to cart. Warning messages are displayed according to
the pre-configured rules.

2.5 Set Priority of Each Rule
You can set multiple cart quantity rules and configure them for different

categories and customer groups. With this feature, you can set priority of each rule to
avoid any issues. Prioritize the multiple rules and each rule will be executed according
to the pre-defined priority.

2.6 Supports Multiple Store Views
Limit Cart Quantity per Category extension also supports multiple store views.

Admin can easily configure this extension for multiple store views.

3. Setup the Extension

Configuration:

At the backend, go to FME EXTENSIONS > Configurations. Here you can find
the following settings:
Limit Cart Qty Per Category -> General

● Module Enable: Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to Enable/Disable the module
● Min Qty Msg: Set Minimum quantity message. You can add category &

product attributes in message.
● Max Qty Msg: Set Maximum quantity message. You can add category &

product attributes in message.
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Configure Min/Max Cart Quantity Rules:

● Customer Group: Select desired Customer Group from dropdown to whom
you wish to apply quantity cart limit

● Category: Select Category to apply the quantity cart limit
● Min Qty: Add Minimum Qty value in the field
● Max Qty: Add Maximum Qty value in the field
● Priority: Set priority of each rule
● Delete Rule: You can delete any rule from the trash icon displayed against each

rule.
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Note: The module looks for categories of product on the cart page. For the same
priority values restriction will be applied on the category coming first on the cart page.
For Example for products with categories Gear,Fitness Equipment with same priority the
category Gear will be restricted. So try to avoid Entering same priority values.

Apply Restriction to Specific Store View(s):
● Store View > Select any of the Store Views

Save the Configurations.
Refresh the Cache.
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